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J.-L. Lodav 
and
.A : (n-cat-groups) + (n-cubes of fibrations) which bear the same properties (adjointness) as the functors nl (= fundamental group) and B (= classifying space functor) respectively. The properties of these functors and the equivalences of categories are stated in this section. In Section 2 we construct the functors Y and .IA and prove their properties. In Section 3 we define the mapping cone of non-abelian group complexes (which might be of independent interest) and use it to compute the homotopy groups of the spaces arising from n-cat-groups.
Section 4 contains the group theoretic interpretation of some cohomology groups. In Section 5 we carry out a detailed study of the case n = 2, and we give an application.
Unless otherwise stated all spaces are connected base-pointed CW-complexes and all maps preserve base points. A connected space S is said to be n-connected if xi(S) =0 for i<n. The nerve of a discrete group G is a simplicial set denoted P*G where fi,,G=Gx.-* x G (n times). Its geometric realization I/%,,G 1 is the classifying space of G and is denoted BG. The following definition is motivated by the notion of n-simplicial group.
n-cat-groups, definitions and results

1
1.2.
Definition. An n-cafegoricaf group (or n-cat-group for short) @ is a group G together with n categorical structures which commute pairwise, that is n subgroups NIV **a, N,, of G and 2n group homomorphisms sl, In (iii) and from now on the morphisms Si and bi are considered as endomorphisms of G by using the inclusions Ni-G. When no confusion can arise @ is denoted by (G; NI, . . . . N,,). A morphism of n-cat-groups f: 6 -+ (3 is a group homomorphism f: G+ G' such that S;f = fSi and b;f = fbi for i = 1, . . . . n. By convention a O-catgroup is just a group.
1.3. Let (-1, 0, 1) be the category associated to the ordered set -1 CO< 1. The Cartesian product of n copies of (-l,O, 1) is denoted (-LO, I)". An object of (-l,O, 1)"is an n-tuple a=(a,, . . ..cY.) with cr;=-1 or 0 or 1.
Definition. An n-cube offibrations is a functor X from (-1, 0, 1)" to the category of connected spaces such that for every i the sequence is a fibration. We will frequently write W" instead of X(a). By convention (-l,O, 1)' is the category with one element and one morphism. Therefore a O-cube of fibrations is just a connected space. For n = 1 a l-cube of fibrations is an ordinary fibration of connected spaces X-' + X0 -, X t. For n = 2 a 2-cube of fibrations is a commutative diagram of connected spaces
where each row and each column is a fibration.
A morphism X + X' of n-cubes of fibrations is a transformation of functors. It is said to be a homotopy equivalence iff for every a, the map X" + X'n is a homotopy equivalence of spaces.
If a=(a,, . . . . ct,) is such that (Y; = -1 or 0 for every i, it is said to be negative, written a 5 0. 
a~(X)") is the identity of nl(Xa).
The proof is given in Section 2. For n = 0 this theorem is well known: the functor 5' is nt, the functor & is the classifying space functor B. Property (a) says that BG is a K(G, l), property (b) says that n,(BG) = G and property (c) says that for any connected space X there is a map, well-defined up to homotopy, X-+ Bn,X inducing the identity on nt.
The homotopy category of n-cubes of fibrations is the category whose objects are n-cubes of fibrations and whose morphisms are homotopy classes of morphisms. The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.4.
Corollary.
The category of n-cat-groups is equivalent to the homotopy category of n-cubes of fibrations X such that Xa is a K(n, 1) for every a I 0.
For n =0 this corollary says that the homotopy category of K(x, I)-spaces is equivalent to the category of groups.
For n = 1 it can be interpreted as an equivalence of the homotopy category of fibrations of the type BM -, BN + X (where A4 and N are discrete groups) with the category of crossed modules (see Section 2).
1.6. Denote the space (.J@)l*l*....l by B@. It comes easily from Theorem 1.4 that B@ is connected and that n;(B@) vanishes for i > n + 1. Therefore B@ is (n + l)-coconnected (cf. 2.17). There is an algebraic device to get the homotopy groups of BC3 from a,. In fact there is a complex of (non-abelian) groups C*(a) whose homology groups are the homotopy groups of B@ (see Proposition 3.4) . A morphism of n-catgroups @+@' induces a morphism of complexes. Such a morphism is called a quasi-isomorphism if it induces an isomorphism on homology. The set of quasiisomorphisms is denoted by .Z.
Theorem.
The homotopy category of (n + I)-coconnected CW-complexes is equivalent to the category of fracrions (n-car-groups)@-').
The notation (n-cat-groups)(C-') stands for the category of fractions of (n-catgroups) where all the quasi-isomorphisms (elements of C) have been inverted [3] . The proof of this theorem is in Section 3.
Equivalence between n-cat-groups and some n-cubes of fibrations
After some preliminaries on crossed modules we prove Theorem 1.4 for n = 1 and then in the general case.
Definition.
A crossed module is a group homomorphism fi :M+N together with an action of N on M, denoted by (n, m) +, "m and satisfying the following conditions:
Examples. Every normal monomorphism ,U is a crossed module for the conjugation of N on M. Let M be a group and take N= Aut(M). Then ,U sends m to the inner automorphism m (-) m-l. This obviously is a crossed module with respect to the action of Aut(M) on M.
Part of the following result has already been noted by several authors (see for instance [ 11).
Lemma. The following data are equivalent:
(1) a crossed module , (2) e (3). Starting with a l-cat-group (8 = (G; N) we construct a small category with objects the elements of N and morphisms the elements of G. The source (resp. target) of the morphism g EC is s(g) (resp. b(g)). The morphisms g and h are composable iff b(g)=s(h) and their composite is hag =hs(h)-lg. The axioms of a category are clearly satisfied. It remains to prove that the composition is a group homomorphism. If g' and h' are two other composable morphisms, this property reads
After simplification use of the equality s(h)=b (g) proves that it is equivalent to
As any element of Ker s (resp. Ker b) is of the form h's(&)-' (resp. b(g)-'g) this equality is equivalent to [Kers, Ker 6]= 1. In conclusion, composition in this category is a group homomorphism iff axiom (ii) for l-cat-groups is valid.
It is obvious how to obtain the l-cat-group from the category in view of the preceding discussion.
(3)o (4). Recall that if K* is a simplicial group, the Moore complex of K* is obtained by taking for each n the subgroup n;=, Ker d; of K,; the restriction of de to this subgroup is the differential of the complex. The homology groups of the Moore complex are the homotopy groups of the geometric realization IK*I.
Starting from the category we obtain a simplicial set by taking the nerve. In fact this simplicial set is a simplicial group (a*) because the category is a group object in the category of categories. Its Moore complex is *a* 1 -+ 1 *M+ N, which is of length 1.
Suppose Remark. It is immediate that, if G = N and s = id,v = 6, then BC3 = BN. If G = N >Q N (semi-direct product with conjugation) and s(n, n') = n', b(n, n') = nn', then B@ is contractible.
The following lemma will be useful in the sequel. Proof. By exact sequence we mean that the maps are morphisms of l-cat-groups and that I-+ G'-G + G" * 1 is a short exact sequence of groups.
_ ____
The simplicial map A/I&@)*-vl/I&")* where A is the diagonal is a Kan fibration (see [12] for a proof when A& is replaced by the functor #') and the exactness ensures that the fiber is A/$,(@')*. The lemma follows from the fact that the geometric realization of a bisimplicial set is homeomorphic to the geometric realization of its diagonal. Cl 2.5. Lemma. Let C3 be a l-cat-group. Then BT-'@ + Bra@ + Bf '(3 is a fibration.
Proof. The sequence of l-cat-groups 1 +~-l@+~o@~-*l~+l is exact, so it suffices to apply Lemma 2.4. q be the simplicial space obtained from f by taking iterated fiber products. Put G = R,(Y xx Y), N= xl Y, s (resp. b) being induced by the first (resp. second) projection.
Definition and Lemma. Ler X be afibration then y(X) = (nl(Y xx Y); n,y) is a
1 -cat-group.
Proof. Taking z1 dimensionwise in Z* we get a simplicial group beginning with s, b G :
N.
The Moore complex of this simplicial group is **. 1 + 1 -+ z,F+ n,Y. Then, by Lemma 2.2, T(X) = (G; N) is a l-cat-group. 0
Remark. The fact that a fibration gives rise to a l-cat-group, that is a crossed module, was first discovered by J.H.C. Whitehead [13] .
2.8. Proof of property (a) of Theorem 1.4 for n = 1. We must prove that Bf -'a and I?r"@ are K(n, I)-spaces. We have BT-*@ = B(M; M) = BM which is a K(M, 1).
For Br"6 we consider the l-cat-group To@ = (N; N). There is an exact sequence of 1 -cat-groups
where 0 :M >Q G + N is given by 13(m, g) =s(g). By Lemma 2.4 this yields a fibration
As the fiber is contractible, the last map is a homotopy equivalence and Br'oi is homotopy equivalent to B(N; N) = BN. So the fibration B@ is homotopy equivalent to BM* BN+ B@. 0
Remark. There is a morphism [ :T"oi -+ Y"@ given by n y (1, n) and we have Ooc=id.
2.9. Proof of property (b) of Theorem 1.4 for n = 1. We have to show that ?+8'@) = @. To compute n,( Y xx Y) where Y = BT"@ and X = BC3 we consider the following commutative square:
EM x G and u(g) = (1, s(g)) EM >Q G (U is a group homomorphism because of axiom (ii)). By Lemma 2.4 the fibers of the vertical maps are both equal to B(M;M) and which induce isomorphisms on nl.
To finish the proof we put y-IX =( *-*F+F),
y"X=(F-+YxxY+Y)
and y'3E =X. For 01= -1, 0 or 1 there is an equality (r"x)' = P. Moreover there are natural transformations y-*X -+ y"3E + y'T which induce X-l + W"+ X'. Applying the previous construction to the ya'x's gives the commutative diagram:
Use of the identities 9ya3E = P?J'X gives the desired map X + .3!g(3E). We now proceed with the proof of the general case.
The functor .S?
: (n-cat-groups) -+ (n-cubes of fibrations). Let @ = (G; N,, . . . , N,,) be an n-cat-group, we first construct its classifying space B@. Use of the first categorical structure (index 1) yields a simplicial group
as in Lemma 2.2. The remaining (n -I)-categorical structures induce on each group N,, G, G xN, G, . . . a structure of (n -1)-cat-group. Because of axiom (iii) the face and degeneracy operators are morphisms of (n -I)-cat-groups. Iterating this procedure gives an n-simplicial group (a,)++ such that (@),, ...I = G, (C+), ...o...I =1L:-(0 in position i and 1 otherwise). Replacing in (a,)* each group by its nerve yields an (n + I)-simplicial set p*(a)*. Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.4. 0
As a consequence we can give the following Definition.
The functor 3: (n-cat-groups) -+ (n-cubes of fibrations) is given by (.3@)a=.3P@, the maps being induced by the Ei and li's. Note that (3'@)'1""= Br"""@ =&3j).
2.14. The functor 5 : (n-cubes of fibrations) + (n-cat-groups). Let X : (0, l)"-(connected spaces) be an n-cube of fibrations. Use of the construction of the simplicial space Z, associated to a fibration (cf. 2.6) permits us to replace each fibration in the direction n by a simplicial space and gives a simplicial For ai= -1 or 0 the functor rj* transforms any n-cat-group into an n-cat-group (G'; N;, . . . . NA) such that G'= Ni. Therefore, if a SO, P transforms @ into an ncat-group of the form (n; z, . . . . n) whose classifying space is of type K(rc, 1).
As Sl"=@ is homotopy equivalent to BP@ (see 2.8) property (a) is proved. 19. Proof of property (c). Let A: be an n-cube of fibrations. We first construct a map Xrr".' + B V(X), well-defined up to homotopy, which induces an isomorphism on rr, . The n-simplicial space Z, associated to X has the property that IZ,I is homotopy equivalent to X1'"". Then, if we replace each space in Z, by its fundamental group, we obtain an n-simplicial group. This n-simplicial group is the same as the nsimplicial group (Y(X)), obtained from U(X) (see 2.11). Therefore there is an n-simplicial map Zf-+ B(Y(@)), which induces an isomorphism on rrl at each level. Taking the geometric realization gives the desired map
T"'."=IZ#I -IB(Y(X)),I =BY(W).
To construct the morphism X + BY(X) we define ya: (n-cubes of fibrations) + (ncubes of fibrations) by ya = yp' o *--o y,"".
Note that Yyn=raY. The definition of yn implies Wa=(yuW)tl..-*, therefore the maps Xa=(yU'x)""" + BY(y=X)ii"'i= BP:$((X) give the desired morphism X+2@(X). q
Complexes of non-abelian groups and q(B@)
The object of this section is to construct a complex of groups C*(t%) whose homology groups are the homotopy groups of B8. This is analogous to the construction of the Moore complex of a simplicial group whose homology is the homotopy of the geometric realization of the simplicial group.
A complex of (non-abelian) groups (C,, d*) of length n is a sequence of group homomorphisms d,-I C, dn C,_ -. . . . However we will show that it is possible if there is some extra structure. 
ai+l(x,Y)=(di(x)-',5(x)dI+l(y)), xEAi, YEBi+l, then (C,, d,) is a complex of (non-abelian) groups which is called the mapping cone off.
Note that if (A*, d,) and (B,, d;) are of length n, then (C*,d*): A~~A,_*>QB,-)...-*A~_I>~B~~...-)A~>QBI~B~
is of length n + 1.
Proof. To show that 6i+, is a group homomorphism it is sufficient to show that 6i+i(X* 1)6i+l(X:
and that
We omit the indices for the computation:
As d'f(x) =fd(x) and as the action of fd(x) is given by conjugation of d(x) (axiom (b) of crossed modules), we have
To prove the second formula we write
trivial). On the other hand, use of the fact that (d, d') is a morphism of crossed modules gives a("'(")~, y) = (d( S(")~)-l, f(d""'x)d'(y)) = (d(x)-', d'(y)f(x)).
For the last equality we used axioms (a) and (b) for crossed modules. So we have proved that 6 is a group homomorphism. It is easily checked that Im di+, is normal in Ker ai and therefore the homology groups of the mapping cone are well defined. G
Proposition. Let f: (A*, d*) + (B,, dk) be a morphism of complexes satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Then there is a long exact sequence **-+ Hi(A*) + H;(B*) + H;(C*) + Hi_ ,(A*) + *** where C, is the mapping-cone complex off.
Proof. Two out of three of the maps are induced by morphisms of complexes. As for the third (the boundary map) we use the projection Ai_ I >Q B; + A;_ i, (x, y) -x-'. This is not a group homomorphism, however its restriction to the subgroup of cycles is a group homomorphism. The rest of the proof is by standard diagram chasing. 0
The (non-abelian) group complex of an n-cat-group. The complex C*@):
associated to an n-cat-group @ is constructed by induction as follows. Let (D,, 8,) be a complex of groups and suppose that each group Dj has a categorical structure, that is %i = (Di; Bi) is a categorical group and the homomorphisms 8i are morphisms of categorical groups. Then (D,, a,) is called a complex of l-cat-groups. As a l-catgroup is equivalent to a crossed module (Lemma 2.2) (a,, a,) gives rise to a morphism of complexes which satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.1. Hence from any complex of l-cat-groups of length n the construction above gives a complex of groups of length n + 1. It is immediate to remark that if (Q*, a,) is a complex of n-cat-groups then the new complex is a complex of (n -l)-cat-groups (because of axiom (iii) for n-cat-groups).
Let B be an n-cat-group. Looking at it as a O-complex of n-cat-groups and applying the preceding construction inductively (n times) we obtain an n-complex of O-cat-groups, that is a complex of groups of length n denoted (C*(a), 6,).
3.4. Proposition. For any n-Cal-group 6 the homotopy groups of the classifying space B@ are rhe homology groups of the complex C,(a), i.e. n;(B@) = Hi-, (C,(@) ).
Proof. This is obvious for n =O. For n = 1 it follows from the fact that the homotopy exact sequence of the homotopy fibration BM-BN-B@ (see 2.5 and 2.8) is l-n_lB~-M~N-n,B@-l and that the complex C,(a) is A43 N.
Proceeding by induction, we suppose that the proposition is true for n -1 and we will prove it for n.
From any n-cat-group @ we constructed in 2.11 an n-simplicial group (a,)#. Let diag(@)# be the diagonal simplicial group, then the geometric realization of diag(@), is homotopy equivalent to RBC.3. Hence the homology groups of the Moore complex C$'(t3) of diag(@), (see [9] ) are the homotopy groups of B@ (up to a shift of index). We shall shortly prove that there is a natural morphism of complexes &(a) : CiW(@) -C,(B). We first prove that it necessarily induces an isomorphism in homology, i.e. is a quasi-isomorphism. (for &'@) and step 4 (for I-,"@) it follows that e(a)) is a quasi-isomorphism. It remains to show the existence of e(B) : C:(a) -+ C,(a). Let U, = (V+ >Q K, K) be a simplicial l-cat-group. There are two kinds of complexes which can be constructed. Taking the Moore complex gives rise to a complex of l-cat-groups (Or Of crossed modules) and then applying the mapping cone construction gives rise to a complex of groups *** -Vz'>a w; -v;>a w; -V-cXI w; -we (*)
where VL is the subgroup n:=, Ker di' of V, and similary for Wi (Here di' is the ith face map V,, -* V,, _ ,). On the other hand, converting the categorical structure into a simplicial structure (Lemma 2.2) transforms U* into a bisimplicial group (U,,). The simplicial group diag CJ** is Its Moore complex is the second complex we are looking for. There is a morphism of complexes from this Moore complex to the mapping cone complex given by (VI, 0.2, **a, u,; w) -(6SJ", w)
in degree n.
If we start with a simplicial n-cat-group, then this construction gives a morphism of complexes of (n -I)-cat-groups. To get the morphism E(@) we start with @ considered as a (trivial) simplicial n-cat-group and we apply the above construction n times. Finally we get a sequence of n morphisms of complexes. The first complex is the Moore complex of diag(@), , that is CF(@) and the last one is C,(@). The composition of these n morphisms gives the desired e(a). 0
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.7 we need the following
Lemma. There is a functor, well-defined up to homotopy, from the category of (n + I)-coconnected spaces into the category of n-cubes of fibrations Ii such that X" is a K(n, 1) then al 0 and such that the image X of X verifies X1'"" =X.
Proof. Let F be the free group on the elements of n,(X). Then there is a fibration BFd X inducing the obvious projection on TIN.
Put O-IX = fiber(BF*X), O"X = BF and 0 'X=X. The spaces O-IX and @OX have trivial homotopy groups rri for i > n. Then we can define an n-cube of fibrations X by X" =OarO~~~~@+X for a=(a,, . . . . a,) , a;=-l,O, or 1. As O'=id, we have xti...t= @I 0...0@'X=X* 0
End of the proof of Theorem 1.7. The functor B (cf. 2.11) from the category of n-cat-groups to the homotopy category of (n + l)-coconnected spaces factors through the category of fractions (n-cat-groups)(Z*) because of Proposition 3.4, Whitehead's theorem and the universal property of a category of fractions (cf. [3] ).
Its inverse is given by the composite of the functor described in Lemma 3.5 with the functor 3 defined in 2.14. 0
Group-theoretic interpretation of cohomology groups
A well-known theorem of Eilenberg and MacLane [IO, Ch. 4, Theorem 4.11 asserts that the set of extensions of a group Q by a Q-module A is, up to congruence, isomorphic to the second cohomology group H*(Q; A). The aim of this section is to use the previous results to extend this theorem in three different directions. First we replace 2 by n and get an interpretation of H"(Q; A). In terms of topological spaces we have H"(Q; A) = H"(K (Q, 1); A) , the next generalisation consists in replacing K(Q, 1) by an arbitrary Eilenberg-MacLane space K(C, k) where C is an abelian group. Finally we give a group-theoretic interpretation of some relative and 'hyperrelative' cohomology groups. Q;A) . Let Q be a group and A a Q-module. For n r2 the set yY"(Q; A) consists of the triples ((8, cp, '?u) where @ is an (n -2)-cat-group The complex (C,(@),J*) is the complex constructed in 3.3.
Interpretations of H"(
Remark. By Proposition 3.4, when n z 3 the first condition implies that ntB@ = Q, 71, _ ,(B@) = A and ni(B@) = 0 for i # 1, n -1. The second condition asserts that the module structures on R,_ ,(B@) and A agree. Two triples @, V, p) and (a', cp', Y') are said to be congruent if there exists a morphism of (n -2)-cat-groups f: @ + (3,' such that the following diagram commutes:
The Yoneda equivalence on 9"'(Q; A) is the equivalence relation generated by the congruence relation.
Theorem.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the cohomologygroup with coefficients H"(Q; A) and the set of equivalence classes ?"(Q; A)/( Yoneda equivalence) for n 12.
Remark. For n = 2 a triple is just a short exact sequence 1 +A + G -Q + 1 and this theorem is Eilenberg and MacLane's theorem. For n = 3 a triple is equivalent to an extension
I-A-M-k+--+Q-1
where ZA is a crossed module. Under this form Theorem 4.2 was proved by several people (see [I l] for references).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We suppose n L 3. Let (a, 9, Y) be an element of 2 "(Q; A). The space B@ has only two non-trivial homotopy groups, and therefore it has only one non-trivial Postnikov invariant, which lies in H"(ntB@; n,_lB@). The morphisms 9 and Y permit to identify this group to H"(Q;A). The image of the Postnikov invariant defines a map Y'"(Q;A) -H"(Q;A). If (@,, 9, Y) and (@', 9: Y') are congruent there is a map B@ -, B@' which induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups. Therefore this map is a homotopy equivalence and the two spaces have the same Postnikov invariant. Hence the 'Postnikov invariant' map yn(Q; A)/--Zf"(Q; A) is well defined.
Let a E H"(Q; A) and let X be a space (well-defined up to homotopy) such that nix=0 if i#l and n-l, rr,X=Q, n,_tX=A as a Q-module and a=Postnikov invariant of X. By Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 1. 4 there exists an (n -2)-cat-group @ such that B@ is homotopy equivalent to X. Therefore we have an element (a, 9, Y) where 9 is the natural inclusion of n,B@ into C,_,(@) and Y is the projection of Cc(@) onto ntB@. If ($5)' is another (n-2)-cat-group, then there exists a homotopy equivalence B@ + B@'. It need not come from a morphism @ -, (8'. However, by fiber product, we can construct an (n-2)-cube of fibrations g (with ga=K(rr, 1) for a ~0) and morphisms J@ + g --) .&8' such that B@ + g'* "' * + B@' are homotopy equivalences. Therefore there exist morphisms @ + :5(g) + @' which prove that GJ and a,' are Yoneda equivalent.
Thus Proof. The group A = rr,, + , X is a rrt X-module. Let i : rr,,, , X-+Z be an inclusion of n,, ,X into an injective n, X-module I. The injectivity of Z ensures the existence of a map X-K(Z, n + 1) inducing i on rr,+ I. The fiber of this map is a space X(I) with only non-trivial n, (= rriX) and IZ,, (=Z/A). Continuing this construction gives a sequence of maps
where X(') has only non-trivial rrl and n, + , _ ;. Finally we define g, : Xc") = BF + X(*-') as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. Working up to homotopy permits us to assume that the gi are fibrations. The n-cube of fibrations X is defined by Pi"'@ -1 O I' .'. * =X@), the maps being either identities or composite of g,'s. Example for n=3:
The n-cat-group Y(X) has the required properties. where the Ki are Q-modules and the ri module-homomorphisms for i> 1 and where 7] is a crossed module. A l-fold extension is just an extension of groups and a 2-fold extension is a crossed module.
Two n-fold extensions of Q by A are said to be congruenf if there is a morphism from one to the other inducing the identity on A and on Q. The Yoneda equivalence is the equivalence relation generated by congruence. 4.5. Corollary. (Hill 151, Holt [6] , Huebschmann [7] ). The cohomology group H"(Q; A) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of equivalence classes of (n -I)-fold extensions. On the other hand the (n -2)-cat-group is constructed from the n-fold extension (**) as follows: The equivalence is clear. 0
Example. It is well known that the group N"(Z"; E) is infinite cyclic. We construct an (n -I)-fold extension whose invariant is a generator of this cohomology group as follows. Define by (a, b) -(a + b, 6 ). One can verify that this is an (n -I)-fold extension of Z" by the trivial module H and that its invariant generates H"(Z"; Z). C, k);A) . Let A and C be abelian groups. The set P((C, k); A) consists of the triples (@,,c+ 'P) where @ is an (n -2)-cat-group, p is an isomorphism between Hk(C*(oi)) and C and Y is an isomorphism between Hn-~(C,@)) and A. Moreover we assume that H,(C*(@))=O if i#k and n -1. There is a Yoneda equivalence defined as in 4.1.
Interpretation of H"(K(
Theorem.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the cohomology group H"(K (C, k); A) One can combine the ideas of 4.1 and 4.3 to obtain an interpretation of the groups H'(.d@;A) for any i. This is left to the reader.
As a consequence of 4.9 we will prove a result which we use in [4] for n = 2. (A; 1, 1 In fact Theorem 4.9 allows one to develop a whole theory of universal central extensions of n-cat-groups in the same spirit as what was done for groups by Kervaire in [14] (resp. for crossed modules in [8]). Proposition 4.10 is part of this theory.
Proposition.
Let $ + @ be a central extension of n-cat-groups with kernel
Crossed squares and 2-cat-groups
Lemma 2.2 which describes a l-cat-group in terms of a crossed module (resp. a category, resp. a simplicial group) has an analogue for any n. We implicitly used it when we described in 2.11 the simplicial group K, associated to the n-cat-group 8. The description in terms of categories can easily be made by using the notion of n-fold category.
Finding the analogue of crossed modules for higher n is more complicated. We will give such a description for n = 2. Another group-theoretic description of ~-COconnected spaces was obtained by Conduche [2] .
Definition.
A crossed square is a commutative square of groups together with an action of P (resp. P, resp. P, resp. M, resp. M') on L (resp. M, resp. M', resp. L, resp. L) and with a function h:MxM'+L satisfying the following axioms , replacing h(m, m') by the commutator and all the actions by conjugation.
We will now construct a 2-cat-group from a crossed square. First there are semidirect products L xM' and Mx P. We define an action of MxP on L xM' as follows:
(m, p) . ( . m, p'(m')p). Then (G; N,) is a l-cat-group. We can switch the role of M and M', that is we can define an action of M' >Q P on L x M such that G is canonically isomorphic to (L >a M) >Q (M' >4 P). Similary there is a l-cat-group (G; N2) with Nz = M' >Q P. These two categorical group structures on G commute because ~1 =&A'. Thus we have constructed a 2-cat-group.
These two constructions are inverses of each other. On the other hand, if we start with a 2-cube of fibrations X then by 2.15 and 5.2 the commutative square is a crossed square. 0
